ISLPED’15 transportation guide

ISLPED’15 is hosted by Sapienza University of Rome, Faculty of Engineering at the Cloister of San Pietro in Vincoli.

Address of main entrance:
Via Eudossiana 18
Google maps decimal coordinates:
41.893468, 12.492948

The venue is easily reachable by the Metro “B” line, from either the station “Colosseo” or the station “Cavour”.
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How to get to ISLPED – option 1

From Rome Fiumicino Airport (international code FCO):

1. No-stop train to “Termini” central station, 30 min. duration, 30 min. frequency

2. From “Termini” station, walk to conference venue (15-20 min.), or take Metro B line, or taxi

3. Buses also available from airport to city center

4. Taxis always available (from airport to city center 48.00 Euros fixed rate)
How to get to ISLPED – option 2

From Rome Ciampino Airport (international code CIA):

1. Bus to “Termini” central station, 30 min. duration, 30 min. frequency

2. From “Termini” station, walk to conference venue (15-20 min.), or take Metro B line, or taxi

3. Taxis always available (from airport to city center 30.00 Euros fixed rate)
Reaching ISLPED’15 venue

**Note for people coming from “via Cavour” street:** there is a staircase to go up (salita S. Francesco da Paola), passing under an ancient building (Lucrezia Borgia palace)

**Note for people coming from the Colosseum:** inside the little metro station, go upstairs and reach the top level exit, take a small iron bridge and proceed towards “via della Polveriera” street.
ISLPED’15 Venue at a Glance

Sapienza University at San Pietro in Vincoli Cloister
Via Eudossiana 18, Rome Italy